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introduction

• This talk concerns Virtual worlds
– What I’m calling products like eq, uO, sl,
lineage, puzzle pirates, achaea, λmoo, mud1, …

• Premise: virtual worlds could be betTer
• From a designer’s point of view:
– they contain some features that ought not
to be there
– They don’t contain some features that
ought to be there

• Why is this?
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The argument

• New Virtual worlds continually appear
that not only repeat past mistakes but
reinforce them
• In this talk, I propose to explain:
–
–
–
–

How
Why
Why
Why

poor features become entrenched
poor features propagate readily
good features propagate leSs readily
doOm is (almost) inevitable

• I’ll begin by making four separate points
– which I’ll then tie together

1. The newbie stream

• Virtual worlds that don’t get newbies die
• oldbies leave at a constant rate
– DifFerent for each virtual world
– Retention can be improved through design
– This Just keeps them longer, though – it
doesn’t stop them leaving

• alL virtual worlds will eventually reach
a balance
– Incoming newbies = outgoing oldbies
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Critical mass

• The number of active players at the balance
point must exceed a critical masS
– Oldbie retention can increase this number
– But it Still relies completely on newbies

• Actually Two critical masses
– Players: “is it unempty?”
– Developers: “is it breaking even?”

• The healthiest virtual worlds are
those with a steady, reliable newbie
stream

Point #1

• Virtual worlds need a stream of newbies
to stay viable
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2. Newbie likes and dislikes

• Having critical mass is necessary to
attract newbies, but not sufFicient
• Newbies won’t play a virtual world that
doesn’t meet their expectations
• Expectations are derived from:
– Other virtual worlds
– Other computer games (especially RPGs)
– Gut feeling

• They won’t touch A virtual world that
confronts these expectations

example

• Many newbies would love some of the
text-based games out there
• But “computer games must have Super
graphics”
– Note that the relative merits of text and
graphics don’t even enter the argument
– “Text is unappealing” is taken as an axiom

• Virtual worlds that don’t meet newbies’
expectations simply won’t attract them
– Attitude of oldbies is iRrelevant here
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Point #2

• Newbies won’t play a virtual world that
has a major feature they don’t like

3. Not-so-newbies

• Two types of newbie:
– New to virtual worlds as a whole
– New to this particular virtual world

• The latter have the more specific views of
what a virtual world “should” have
• Key point is that they judge all virtual
worlds in terms of the one they first
got into
– Even if by all objective measures this first
world is manifestly inferior!
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The hero’s journey

• The reason for this is to do with their
not having “won” their first world
– Or rather, that they have won it but their
achievement wasn’t recognised

• They Become FRUSTRATED,
FRUSTRATED and Look for
atonement elsewhere
• Ignore virtual worlds with usps that
run counter to their first experience
• upbeat about virtual worlds with new
but compatible-looking features

Point #3

• Players judge all virtual worlds as a
reflection of the first one they got into
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4. Short-termism

• Whenever a virtual world innovates,
most players will judge it on its
short-term merits only
• Don’t care if things will be much better
later if they’re slightly worse now
• Two consequences:
– Things that are short-term goOd but longterm bad will be regarded positively
– Things that are short-term bad but longterm gOod will be regarded negatively

Poor design

• Most features are both long-term and
short-term good
• The IsSue is those that are short-term
good but long-term bad
– I’m calling these design features poOr
– (Lack of atonement is a special example of it)

• Poor design features cause people to
become disSatisfied in the long term
– They don’t always understand why though
– oldbies leave for pastures new
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Point #4

• Many players will think some poor design
choices are good

The four points

•

I now have the four points I need to
construct the induction:
1.

Virtual worlds need a stream of
newbies to stay viable
2. Newbies won’t play a virtual world that has
a major feature they don’t like
3. Players judge all virtual worlds as a
reflection of the first one they got into
4. Many players will think some pOor design
choices are goOd
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The newbie induction

• These four points give us a feedback loop:
– Players eventually quit a virtual world that
has poor features (#4)
– However, They won’t play virtual worlds that
lack these features (#2)
– Absolute newbies will feel that virtual worlds
are meant to have these features (#3)
– Therefore virtual worlds that don’t offer
these poor features will get insuFficient
newbies and will fail (#1)

What this means

• new virtual worlds must offer whatever
features are demanded by newbies
– Even if these were what caused the newbies to
leave their previous virtual world!

• the best-designed virtual worlds don’t
export their players
– people only leave when they stop playing
entirely

• Virtual worlds with pOor designs do
– So their ex-players demand their poor features
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Example #1

• Permanent death
– Yeah, I did choose this to divert people…
– It’s just an example!
– I won’t be answering questions on it

• Lots of long-term gOod reasons for PD
–
–
–
–
–

Efficient Re-use of content
Stops earliest players dominating everything
Default fiction for real life
Encourages role-playing/immersion
Validates hero’s journey

However…

• Although a virtual world with just the
right amount of pd could be very
successful, we won’t get one
• absolute newbies won’t play it because:
– unlike regular RPGs, it doesn’t have saveD
games you can back up to if you die (#2)
– It sounds bad (#4)

• Relative newbies won’t play it because:
– Their first virtual world had its opposite (#3)

• No newbies, no virtual world (#1)
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Example #2

• Instancing
– I mentioned this because there’s still time to
avoid it
– But I won’t answer questions about it
– it’s just an example! It’s not my point!

• Looks gOod
– Friends can have fun without inteference

• But is bad long-term
– No impact, interaction, achievement, …
– Turns a virtual world into a FPS

The induction in action

• Absolute newbies will like instancing
– It’s fantasy counterstrike! (#2)
– No concept of what it means long-term (#4)

• But when they’re no longer newbies, its
effects will bite
– They’ll quit, then look for another virtual
world that also has instancing (#3)

• Relative newbies will be more reticent
because their first game didn’t have it
– But maybe it’ll deliver the closure they seek?
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Other examples

• It’s not just PD and instancing
–
–
–
–

It’s banks
It’s teleportation
It’s non-drop objects
It’s everything that makes sense in
some contexts but is demanded in alL

• If newbies want it, you have to give it
– Otherwise, you don’t get newbies

• Newbies are designing our virtual worlds!
– Augh!

comparison

• Why doesn’t this happen with regular
computer games?
• With regular games, hard-core players
buy many more games
– These are the people who know their stuff
– Virtual worlds have them too

• Games that hard-core players like are
rewarded – encouraged to propagate
– These are the best games, because hard-core
players know their stuff (see above)
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But with virtual worlds

• With virtual worlds, the most experienced
and thoughtful players have no more
of a say economically than anyone else
– These are the people who have broken frEe
of points #3 and #4

• There’s litTLe reward for appealing to
the hard core
– It won’t sell you any more subscriptions

• Note that This wasn’t the case in the
days of hourly charging, but it is now

solutions

• Here’s a list of possible ways to change
this depressing state of affairs:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Innovation
Marketing
Cross-fertilisation
The rise of the auteur
Growing maturity of players
Niche markets
Time

• Don’t hold your breath, though…
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conclusion

• Virtual worlds are under evolutionary
presSure to promote features that,
while not bad, are nevertheless poOr
• Each generation absorBS these poor
features into the paradigm and introduces
new poor features of its own
• The end result will virtual worlds that
have forgoTten what it means to be a
virtual world
• But there remain ways to escape this fate!
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